
PREMIER EVENT FACILITIES



The Mansion, Homestead, is a heritage masterpiece built at the dawn of the 20th Century. With rich Italian 
architecture and opulent finishings, every square inch of Homestead tells a magical tale of an era with a 
timeless charm, and exquisite beauty.

The Tower, named the Albukhary Building, contains modern facilities powered by cutting-edge technology. 
Fresh seabreeze complements a a breathtaking view of The Straits' rendezvous with the sky on the horizon.

As a not-for-profit establishment, our rental rates are highly competitive and mostly negotiable. Make 
your event an impressive and memorable one at Wawasan Open University's Main Campus - heritage 
seafront sophistication, affordably.

’



Theatre 1 : Seats 380 Theatre 2 : Seats 230

Featuring state-of-the-art sound and lighting 
systems, classic red-seated ambience and a huge 
stage, our theatres are a perfect combination of 
form and function for your event.

Our theatres are highly recommended for 
arts performances, concerts, movie 
screenings, seminars, symposiums.

Just outside the theatres, the exhibition foyer is 
an ideal holding area for guests/audiences. Great 
as a gallery for anything from art to artifacts, 
treat your guests to a stunning view of the 
straits while they browse and mingle.

Our open garden terrace is the definition of 
class. Impress your guests with cool coastal 
breezes and a gorgeous view to match. Fringed 
with classic Italian balustrades, this 5th floor 
venue waves a touch of magic over your 
cocktail parties or soirées.



With every bite accompanied by a breath of 

fresh sea air, your guests will thank you for a 

meal well served. Dining area also availabe 

indoors.

Enter a conducive and comfortable learning 

environment equipped with a comprehensive 

range of technical aids. Command your 

audience and conquer every presentation.

This multi-purpose room is perfect for a tea 

party, gatherings or as a holding room for 

special guests.



Enchant your guests with the old-world charm 

of this Italian-finished hall.  Century-old floor 

tiles and chandeliers complete the setting for a 

memorable event, be it fine-dining, cocktail 

functions or a splendid dinner-and-dance.

A beautiful gallery suitable for exhibitions, the 

Galleria serves as a gorgeous backdrop to 

complement your product launch or to showcase 

your artwork.

Homestead, upstairs. Adorned with beautiful 

furnishings and a periodic ambience, the Loft 

opens up to the balcony of Homestead. This 

elegant lobby adds a touch of class to any 

party.




